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Figure 1. Two participants of our study working on a study task (A). Different visualizations of OSCE data:
Map (B), Parallel Coordinates (C), Data Table (D).
ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

A sizable part of HCI research on cross-device interaction
is driven by the vision of users conducting complex knowledge work seamlessly across multiple mobile devices. This
is based on the Weiserian assumption that people will be inclined to distribute their work across multiple “pads” if such
are available. We observed that this is not the reality today,
even when devices were in abundance. We present a study
with 24 participants in 12 dyads completing a collaborative
visualization task with up to six tablets. They could choose
between three different visualization types to answer questions about economic data. Tasks were designed to afford
simultaneous use of tablets, either with linked or independent
views. We found that users typically utilized only one tablet
per user. A quantitative and qualitative analysis revealed a
“legacy bias” that introduced barriers for using more tablets
and reduced the overall beneﬁt of multi-device visualization.

A sizable part of HCI research on cross-device interaction is
driven by the vision of enabling users to conduct complex
knowledge work (e.g., active reading [9, 10], brainstorming
[30], sensemaking [16]) by seamlessly working across multiple mobile devices. In this vision, multiple tablets or phones
form seamless and powerful device “communities” [39] or
“symphonies” [16] that can enhance or even replace traditional desktop devices or large screens. This echoes Weiser’s
vision of ubiquitous computing where mobile “pad” devices
(i.e. tablets) are a commodity similar to sheets of paper and
are readily available in our workplaces with up to ten or
twenty pads per room [54]. Thereby Weiser’s pads are not
necessarily owned by individuals but are readily available to
be used, passed around, and shared whenever needed.
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Today, however, our tablets play a quite different role and we
usually do not have 10-20 tablets per room. They are predominantly personal devices for solitary use and not Weiserian pads that are easily shared between users or spread out
like documents on a desk. Instead, they are used to access
personal information such as social media or photos [3] and
tech companies sell them at a high unit cost without great interest in letting users share them [4]. Using multiple tablets
at a time or sharing them with others therefore rarely happens
outside research labs. This has important implications for the
design of multi-tablet systems: Even when plenty of inexpensive tablets will be available in future, users could be strongly
biased towards solitary use. Users might need a long time to
get used to the idea of sharing and using multiple tablets in
parallel and also may need help through the interface to fully
understand and exploit their beneﬁts.
We therefore conducted a study to observe if users would beneﬁt from multiple tablets during collaborative visualization
without prior training or experience in multi-tablet use.
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This question is highly relevant for our research in which
we explore better support of collaborative sensemaking with
multiple tablets in ”bring-your-own-device” and ”walk-upand-use” scenarios. Ideally, the tablets would quickly serve
users as physical manifestations of different views on the data
and their micro-mobility [31, 33] would make it easier to pass
views around, share them with collaborators, organize them
in space (e.g. on a desk), and discuss content. However, we
also expected barriers and biases like unfamiliar cross-device
interactions and working styles that would keep users from
recognizing and exploiting the tablets’ full potential.
For our study, we built a multi-tablet data visualization system to study if and how users utilize multiple tablets during a
controlled sensemaking task and how differences in working
styles and device usage evolve. We observed 12 pairs of users
(24 participants) and provided each pair with 6 tablets (Figure 1A). Each tablet could be used to switch between 3 different visualizations (Figure 1B-D) to answer questions about
demographic and economic data from European countries. A
qualitative and quantitative analysis of user behaviour, task
results, task completion times, and interviews were used to
identify relevant patterns and to formulate following main
ﬁndings:
Finding 1: Participants underutilized the available tablets
and were hesitant to use multiple tablets in parallel, hinting at a “legacy bias” of using tablets as “computers” rather
than “documents”. Finding 2: The typical starting conﬁgurations were “one tablet per user” and “one tablet per group”.
They served as natural entry points and users only temporarily switched to more complex conﬁgurations. These conﬁgurations introduced a higher mental demand and did not improve efﬁciency and effectiveness. Finding 3: Movements of
tablets in space primarily served (i) to improve ergonomics
and collaboration and (ii) to establish semantically meaningful orders. However, we did not observe physical piling, ﬁling, or clustering of tablets based on content. Finding 4: Participants transferred familiar techniques and tools from working with paper to working with the digital “documents” on a
tablet, e.g., using hands or paper as guides or rulers.
This paper presents how we arrived at these ﬁndings and discusses their implications for the design of multi-tablet visualization systems. We also contribute to the future analysis
of multi-tablet systems by discussing the concept of a legacy
bias [35] towards single-device use and introducing a tablet
utilization score as analytical tool.
BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

Weiser’s idea of ubiquitous computing as “the computer for
the 21st century” [54] has been most inﬂuential for HCI research. It has inspired scores of researchers who cite Weiser’s
vision of technologies that “weave themselves into the fabric
of everyday life” [54] as long-term goal of their work. Yet the
more we use devices similar to Weiser’s envisioned “tabs”,
“pads”, and “boards” instead of desktop personal computers,
the more researchers have started to become critical about our
interpretation of Weiser’s vision and how we as a research
community often fail to question our underlying presumptions [1, 4, 5, 42, 38].
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One rarely questioned presumption concerns the role that mobile devices should play in future. Weiser envisioned a future
where users “unconsciously” [54] use readily available inchscale “tabs”, foot-scale “pads”, and yard-scale “boards” and
distribute their work across them. “The real power of the concept comes not from any one of these devices; it emerges from
the interaction of all of them” [54]. In this ubicomp vision,
personal computers (PCs) play the role of a transitional technology. The future of computing is supposed to happen (only)
with novel post-PC devices. This belief has become very inﬂuential and entrenched in HCI and UbiComp research and a
sizable part of publications therefore attempts to realize powerful systems without desktop PCs.
One stream of this research are cross-device systems to support collaborative sensemaking tasks with large interactive
walls [2, 22, 43] or interactive tabletops [21, 23, 37, 36,
51]. Some approaches also combine tablets for personal
use with tabletops [34, 53, 57]. Recent work, however, has
found that users are also able to efﬁciently collaborate without large shared displays and only with tablet-sized devices
[57]. Therefore we are interested in creating such inexpensive, installation-free, tablet-only solutions for collaborative
visualization. Using multiple mobile devices for such colocated collaboration has already been suggested in the past
[29]. For example, Lucero et al. have proposed systems that
entirely rely on smartphones for tasks such as brainstorming [30] or photosharing [28] without PCs or laptops. Other
researchers propose to join multiple smartphones [6, 47] or
tablets [27] to create shared tiled displays. In other work,
Hamilton et al. chain complex sensemaking tasks across up
to 10 tablets [16] and Rädle et al. and Wozniak et al. propose spatially-aware mobile devices as alternatives to interactive tabletops [39, 56]. Working with multiple co-located
tablets is also explored by Hinckley et al. and Marquardt et
al. who propose different cross-device interaction techniques
that support collaborations [18, 33].
A related stream of research is concerned with understanding
existing cross-device practices. For discovering paradigms
and issues of new cross-device interaction techniques, Santosa and Wigdor performed a ﬁeld study and interviewed professionals from a broad range of industries [46]. Jokela et
al. analyzed real-life multi-device uses cases based on diaries
and interviews and used this data to characterize usage practices of common devices (smartphones, computers, tablets,
home media centers), identify main usage patterns and discuss practical challenges of using this devices together. Additionally, they deﬁned three levels of decisions for choosing
the device in a particular situation [24]. Despite this existing
work, Grubert et al. argue that HCI has just begun to explore
this area and that the understanding of the design of multidevice applications and implications from multi-device use
in social settings are still “not well researched in the community” [14]. Grubert et al. consider them as fundamental challenges in HCI and prompt for opportunities to further investigate micro-mobility for co-located interactions. We consider
our work as a consequential next step into this direction.

Tablets vs. Paper

Weiser anticipated that his “pads” will “[...] behave something like a sheet of paper (or a book or a magazine) [...]”
[54] and will be used in a similar fashion. Product names
like “iPad” also reﬂect the assumed similarity between using
tablets and using a pad of paper. This presumption is rightfully challenged by Haber et al. who conducted a study of
the differences and commonalities between using tablets and
paper [15]. They found that paper is still preferred and that
introducing tablets affects the levels of verbal communication
and gaze engagement. They call for a better understanding of
the subtleties entailed when tablets are used instead of paper.
Chen et al. studied the month-long deployment of a multislate e-paper system for active reading [9, 10]. They list some
advantages of paper over their digital system [9]. For example, digital documents have limited annotation & highlighting functionality, are less portable, need batteries, and lack
the physical qualities of paper that support quickly skimming
through lengthy documents. During the deployment of their
system, Chen et al. also observed that no users carried around
more than two of the four slates [10]. For future work, they
proposed to further explore the use of multiple interlinked
mobile displays in other domains, for example for the promising area of information visualization given its use of multiple
linked data views [10]. Our study was strongly inspired by
this proposal and we consider our study as the ﬁrst step towards an in-the-wild deployment of a multi-tablet visualization system.
Tablets for Visualization

Büring et al. proposed using scatter plots with different distortion techniques for visualizing large data sets on small
screens, e.g., PDAs [8]. In subsequent work, Sadana et al. designed and implemented multi-touch scatter plots for tablets
[44]. Later they also proposed a design for tablet-based multiple coordinated visualizations [45]. Their design is based on
maximizing screen space for multiple views on a single tablet
but, unlike our system, does not involve further tablets for
cross-device multiple views. This is also true for TouchViz
by Drucker et al. [12], a tablet-based data analytics system
that uses touch actions to eliminate traditional control panels
to save screen space.
Inspired by this variety of previous and related work, we
decided to contribute to a better understanding of multitablet use during co-located collaboration by investigating
how users utilize multiple tablets during a collaborative information visualization task. In the following section, we describe the design of our study and prototype in detail.
STUDY

For the study, we designed and implemented a prototype system for visually exploring a data set with multiple tablets.
The web-based system used JavaScript frameworks such as
D3.js [7] and Meteor to visualize yearly key ﬁgures from
socio-economic data (e.g. fertility rate, unemployment rate)
for 24 European countries provided by the OSCE for 2003 to
2011. This data was presented using three visualizations:
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Visualization 1 was a zoomable geographic map that enabled
participants to show country details and map different key ﬁgures to a country’s color. The color mapping helped to identify geographic patterns or outliers (Figure 1B). Visualization
2 was a parallel coordinates plot of country data. The participants could rearrange or remove axes and highlight single
countries. The plot helped to identify correlations between
key ﬁgures within and across countries (Figure 1C). Visualization 3 was a table with countries in columns and the different key ﬁgures for different years in rows. To select and
highlight a country, users could tap a column in the table.
The table enabled users to look up and compare speciﬁc key
ﬁgures for speciﬁc years (Figure 1D). All visualizations could
be ﬁltered with dynamic queries to display ﬁgures only for a
single year or to show averages for a range of years.
We provided pairs of users with 6 tablets and used a withinsubjects design to compare two conditions: SINGLE and
PAIRED. In PAIRED mode, each of the 6 tablets was linked
to a counterpart forming 3 pairs of 2 tablets. For each pair
the selected country and year (or range of years) were kept
in sync while the visualization type and parameters could be
controlled individually. Both devices of each pair were visibly marked with a shared symbol (triangle, square, circle)
on a sticker to let participants see which tablets were linked.
In SINGLE mode, there was no linking and all tablets provided entirely independent views. Following the taxonomy
of Terrenghi et al. for multi-person-display ecosystems [52],
our study used a foot size ecosystem of 6 tablets with oneone social interaction for which the displays were coupled in
PAIRED mode and uncoupled in SINGLE mode.
Tasks

We designed tasks that were best solved by simultaneously
using multiple tablets for parallel views of the data. Typically, participants had to compare ﬁgures across countries or
identify temporal trends and geographic patterns (e.g. northsouth divide). For instance, the participants had to answer the
following question about data from 2007: ”In which country west of France was the native-born unemployment rate
higher than the total unemployment rate?”. To solve this
efﬁciently, participants could combine multiple tablets with
maps to identify the countries west of France (Spain, Portugal, UK, Ireland, Iceland) or parallel coordinates plots to
compare the two required key ﬁgures.
For each task we analytically determined a reference solution
by counting the number of tablets that are necessary to display all relevant data points simultaneously for answering the
given task without extensive memory load. Instead, the visualizations would serve as external memory to reduce demand
on human memory [20]. These reference solutions for tasks
1-3 had an optimal number of tablets of NT1 = 4, NT2 = 5,
and NT3 = 6. Furthermore, the tasks were designed with an
increasing task complexity, which was approximated according to the guideline of Wood [55]. We created two task sets
with equivalent task complexities for within-subjects counterbalancing. Each pair had to perform three tasks per condition
consisting of 10 questions in total. For each question they had
to agree on an answer.

Apparatus

Figure 1A shows the setup of our study. It consisted of an
ofﬁce table (0.9 m wide) and six Apple iPad Air 2 (9.7 ). We
attached felt pads to the bottom of each tablet for smoother
sliding on the table to foster micro-mobility. The participants
sat opposite of each other on ofﬁce chairs simulating typical
face-to-face collaboration in meetings. We opted against a
side-by-side seating conﬁguration because we observed during a pre-study that this resulted in much less simultaneous
use of multiple tablets since groups tended to use only one
shared tablet. The tablets were provided as a shared resource
for both participants on a stack in the center of the table that
was equally accessible from both sides. The participants were
also provided with pen and paper for note taking.
Each session was recorded with a camera and microphone,
so that participants’ interactions and verbal communication
became available for analysis. One experimenter was present
in the study room and two further experimenters watched a
live stream from the camera in an adjacent room.

tablet movements to quantify and analyze users’ interactions
with tablets. (iii) We asked users to ﬁll out NASA TLX
questionnaires to measure their subjective workload for each
condition. (iv) We gathered demographic data and information about participants’ previous experience with tablet use.
(v) After each session the primary experimenter conducted
a semi-structured interview to better understand the underlying barriers and biases of multi-tablet use. The two experimenters in the adjacent room, who had closely observed
the sessions and collected a list of reoccurring themes during the study, also proposed additional questions for this interview via instant messaging. These concluding interviews
enabled us to validate our initial interpretations of the observations. We then derived hypotheses for higher level ﬁndings and conﬁrmed/rejected them by thematic coding of all
video materials and, where possible, quantitative statistical
analysis. For statistical data analysis, signiﬁcance tests assume a p-value < .05 and non-parametric tests were used
when the assumption of normal distribution was violated.
Video Data

Participants

To recruit the participants, we sent out invitations to the study
through university mailing lists and advertised the study on
social media. We recruited 24 participants (6 female, 18
male) with a mean age of 27.9 years (SD = 7.5, aged 1949). The mean professional experience was 5.4 years (SD =
6.6, ranged between 0-25). The highest completed level of
education for 8 participants was a high-school degree, for 7 a
bachelor’s degree, for 5 a Master’s degree, and 3 held a PhD
degree. One participant did not answer this question. 6 had
a non-technical background. The 24 participants were randomly assigned and formed dyads resulting in 12 groups (6
groups were both male, 6 were mixed). All groups were systematically counterbalanced using Latin Square in relation to
the two conditions and question set.
Procedure

The experimenter introduced participants to the study and received informed consent. Participants were asked to ﬁll out
a questionnaire regarding demographics and previous experience. Then they received an introduction to the system during
a training phase with three example questions. During this,
they were allowed to ask questions about the use of the system or task. Before the PAIRED condition they were also
introduced to the advantages of device linking, and possible arrangements to work in mixed-focus collaboration [51].
To encourage efﬁcient collaboration we asked them to ﬁnish each condition in 20 minutes. Nevertheless, we let every
group ﬁnish all tasks. At the end of each condition, they were
asked to individually ﬁll out the NASA TLX questionnaire
[17]. Lastly, we conducted a short semi-structured interview
about their utilization of multiple devices and their preference
for PAIRED vs. SINGLE and the number of tablets.

To qualitatively and quantitatively analyze our video data,
we developed a coding scheme. Thereby we focused mainly
on participants’ utilization of multiple tablets and the change
between the number of used tablets. Additionally we also
looked at other interesting and noteworthy behavior (e.g., deictic gestures, micro-movements). After initial viewings of
our videos, we started to describe different codes that offered
a sound description of the video data. This coding scheme
was further reﬁned until we felt conﬁdent that it met the requirements of our research goals. All video ﬁles were coded
by one person to ensure consistency.
Coding Scheme

1.0 Tablet Utilization: To analyze how long and how much
tablets each participant and group was using, we distinguish
between the codes 1.1 Participant N is using Tablet P, 1.2
Participant N is not using Tablet P, 1.3 Both participants use
Tablet P and 1.4 Both participants are not using Tablet P.
2.0 Task & Condition: To code the beginning of each condition and of each task, we used 2.1 Task X begins, 2.2 Task
X ends, 2.3 Condition Y begins and 2.4 Condition Y ends.
3.0 Movements: For recording all noteworthy movements
of tablets, we coded 3.1 Micro-Movement and 3.2 MacroMovement. They were coded in addition to automated logging of tablet movements to also associate them with a particular participant.
4.0 Miscellaneous: To code all other interesting and conspicuous situations, we coded 4.1 Multi-tablet interaction,
4.2 Reading Guide & Ruler and 4.3 Pointing & Deictic references.
Data Logs

DATA ANALYSIS

We employed several data sources for data triangulation: (i)
We recorded audio-visual data to analyze participants’ verbal communication and their utilization of multiple tablets.
(ii) We logged user interface selections, ﬁlter settings, and
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In addition to the video recordings, we collected logs of user
interactions with the tablets. We logged changes of visualization parameters (e.g., visualization type, country, year) and
accelerometer movements of the tablets together with a timestamp and an internal ID of the tablet.

Time-weighted tablet utilization score (TUS)

Legacy bias: “Computers” vs. “Documents”

To quantify the overall tablet utilization of each group as
well as individual participant, we developed a time-weighted
tablet utilization score (TUS). The mean TUS ranges between
1.0 (one tablet used for 100% of session) to 6.0 (six tablets
used for 100% of session) and is calculated as follows: n is
the number of utilizations, u is the number of currently used
tablets, ti+1 − ti is the time for which u tablets are used, and
tn − t0 is the total time of the task or condition:

We attribute this inefﬁcient tablet utilization to the phenomenon of “legacy bias” that was ﬁrst described by Morris et al. for gesture elicitation studies [35]. It means that
users are often biased by their experience with prior interfaces
and technologies, particularly the WIMP (windows, icons,
menus, and pointing) interfaces that have been standard on
traditional PCs for the past two decades [35].

T US =

n−1

ui · (ti+1 − ti )
i=0

tn − t0

(1)

We opted against an automatic determination of u based on
log ﬁles, eye tracking, or similar and consider human judgement and interpretation of video data as indispensable. Typical visualization tasks with multiple devices include many
shifts of visual attention for comparison or also staring off
into space while thinking. Relying on automated analysis of
eye tracking or logs alone would therefore lead to many misinterpretations of gaze or interactions.
FINDINGS & DISCUSSION

In the following, we report on our four ﬁndings about typical usage patterns, user strategies, and noteworthy exceptions. We also discuss their implications for the design of future multi-tablet visualization tools. For better readability, we
highlight resulting numbers from statistical analysis in blue.
Finding 1: Inefﬁcient Tablet Utilization & Legacy Bias

All groups successfully completed their tasks. The mean total
completion time for all tasks in both conditions was 37.8 min
per group (SD = 8.3 min, Min = 24.6 min, Max = 52.4 min).
On average, the groups correctly answered 18.75 (SD = 1.14)
of 20 questions. This conﬁrms that the tasks were solvable
and neither too simple or difﬁcult.
Inefﬁcient tablet utilization

A key observation was that participants did not simultaneously use multiple tablets as often as we expected and much
less than the we expected the tasks would afford. This was
the case even though the participants were instructed in using
two tablets or more during the study. Although our tasks were
designed to clearly favor the simultaneous use of two tablets
or more per user, the actual mean TUS during all tasks and
conditions was only 2.06 (SD = 0.23) per group. For all tasks
the minimum TUS was 1.1 and the maximum TUS 3.5. Despite a few brief incidents during which 4 of 6 tablets were
used, the overall simultaneous use of tablets remained much
smaller than what would have been theoretically possible. It
was also much smaller than in our reference solutions which
would have been less demanding in terms of necessary user
interactions and users’ memory load. These reference solutions for tasks 1-3 involved between 4 and 6 tablets per group
(NT1 = 4, NT2 = 5, NT3 = 6). In contrast, the actual mean TUS
per group for tasks 1-3 during the study were: TUST1 = 1.96
(SD = 0.39, Min = 1.45, Max = 2.60), TUST2 = 2.09 (SD =
0.23, Min = 1.80, Max = 2.50), TUST3 = 2.14 (SD = 0.34, Min
= 1.75, Max = 2.80).
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We observed a similar bias in our study for how participants
used tablets for collaborative visualization. Participants hesitated to use tablets as “documents”, i.e., as physical manifestations or snapshots of selected content such as important
data views or intermediate results. Instead, participants typically used only very few tablets in parallel and as if they
were multi-purpose “computers” similar to traditional desktop PCs. Tablets were used to access data through them rather
than to contain data in them. Participants also constantly
changed the function and content of the “computers” by interacting with them and did not assign them with the longer lasting role or content of a “document”. This legacy bias towards
using tablets like “computers” rather than “documents” was
also conﬁrmed by the participants themselves: A member of
G7 mentioned that it felt natural to only use as many tablets
during the study as he has screens connected to his desktop
PC. A member of G4 commented that his usual way of utilizing the screens of his desktop PC served him as a point of reference for using multiple tablets during the study. The other
member of G7 mentioned that he usually works only with
one screen and that he therefore felt that using more than one
tablet would not have made any sense during the study. Furthermore, members of the groups G3/G8/G9 said that using
more than one or two tablets is unfamiliar and overburdening.
In contrast, if participants had followed the original Weiserian
vision of tablets/pads as paper-like commodities, they should
have used many more in parallel. Similar to how we organize
papers on our desks [32], each tablet could have served as
a single-purpose “document” at a meaningful position, containing only selected data in a particular visual representation.
Moreover, a tablet could have been put aside at anytime to
keep it as physical “snapshot” or “bookmark” of intermediate
results to then continue working with another tablet. Such a
distribution of content and roles across many tablets as “documents” would also reduce the amount of interactions that are
needed to navigate back and forth between different views
when tablets are used as “computers”.
Our distinction between “computers” and “documents” is intended to illustrate two opposing roles that tablets can play in
multi-tablet computing. However, they should not be seen as
mutually exclusive. Depending on the users’ intentions and
the task at hand, tablets can switch between these roles or
even combine aspects of both at the same time. We believe
that introducing this duality of roles can help researchers and
designers to better analyze and reason about how users will
perceive and use future multi-tablet system.
Reducing legacy bias

Previous work on gesture elicitation studies, showed that
legacy bias can be reduced by letting users work in groups

and intensifying the priming phase, i.e. demonstrating innovative ways of using the target technology to users in order to inspire them and let them think more generally about
how to accomplish a given task [35, 40]. In our case, neither working in groups of two nor demonstrating the beneﬁt of multiple tablets (e.g. the experimenter demonstrated
the beneﬁt of linked tablets with multiple coordinated views
before the PAIRED condition) seemed to have a signiﬁcant
effect on tablet utilization. Since 23 of 24 participants reported that they are familiar with tablets and how to use them,
this cannot be explained by a simple lack of experience with
using tablets. Furthermore, our design of the tasks clearly
favored using multiple tablets, so that over time a gradual
learning process could have taken place. Nonetheless the extent of tablet utilization remained small and below that of our
reference solutions for all tasks. There was also no significant difference in mean TUS per group between SINGLE
and PAIRED, t(11) = −1.911, p = .082, r = .50.
Comparison to related studies

Our results are noteworthy with regard to the utilization study
of the “Conductor” system by Hamilton et al. [16]. Although
the sensemaking task in their study was remotely similar to
ours, they observed a typical usage of 5 to 10 tablets for their
single-user multi-tablet sensemaking tool. We believe that
their very different ﬁndings should not be considered a contradiction to our results and that they are explicable by Conductor’s speciﬁc system design and study tasks. Conductor
is speciﬁcally designed for easy functionality chaining [16]
rather than using parallel views. Multiple devices are necessary to create a functionality chain of sufﬁcient complexity
to complete tasks. Nonetheless Hamilton et al. also mention
how one user considered the tablets as physical equivalents to
an application window in a desktop UI [16]. This seems to be
similar to what we call “legacy bias”.
Another related study is by Chen et al. who provided graduate students in the humanities with four linked e-reader tablets
and observed how they supported active reading tasks during
month-long deployments in the wild [10]. They found that
no users carried around more than two tablets and that two
tablets were sufﬁciently helpful for many tasks such as viewing two parts of the same document simultaneously without
the need for traditional window management. Chen et al. also
mention that ironically the advantage of a multi-tablet system
is that it also gave participants the freedom to use only a single slate. For many activities this was sufﬁcient and often
more desirable since it eliminated superﬂuous hardware and
increased portability [10]. Even though there are great differences between Chen et al. and our application domain and
system design, their observations resonate with our experiences during our study and that using two views on the same
data was most popular and appeared sufﬁcient to the participants most of the time.
Design implications

We cannot predict how the tablet utilization would have developed during a longer observation than in our study. But
there are some indicators such as the absence of a signiﬁcant
increase in the TUS between the ﬁrst condition and the second
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condition (MdnFirst = 1.95 and MdnS econd = 2.03, z = −.356,
p = .748, r = −0.10), different comments from users, and the
fact that Chen et al. did not observe more utilization during a month-long deployment of a multi-tablet system. We
therefore believe that the observed underutilization of multiple tablets is not just an artifact of our tasks, study, system
design, or sample of the user population. Instead, we believe
it is more deeply rooted in users’ prior experiences of using
WIMP interfaces. This constitute a legacy bias towards using
tablets as “computers” rather than “documents”.
As designers of future multi-tablet systems, we should therefore think about ways to increase the affordance of multitablet systems for multi-tablet use to overcome this bias.
Even when their beneﬁt is quite obvious (like in our study),
cross-device use and parallel views are not self-explanatory.
Therefore designers should consider actively exposing users
to more and more advanced functionality and explaining their
uses and beneﬁts. Similar approaches have been proposed as
multi-layered user interfaces [50] in the context of information visualization for gradually teaching users about the beneﬁts of multiple coordinated views. Other strategies include to
support intermodal improvement and vocabulary extensions
[11], e.g., by improving the learnability of mobile devices
[26] or executable context-speciﬁc action suggestions [13].
Finding 2: Beneﬁts of and Barriers for Multi-Tablet Use

To better understand the observed legacy bias and what kept
participants from using multiple tablets, we ﬁrst identiﬁed the
most frequent tablet conﬁgurations. To specify conﬁgurations
we use a simple notation with the two numbers of tablets
used by participant A and B in parentheses separated by a
colon, e.g., “(A:B)”. The three most frequent utilization patterns over all groups, tasks, and conditions were “one tablet
per user (1:1)” (66.8% of the time), “one tablet per group (1:0
| 0:1)” (12.9% of the time), and “one tablet and two tablets
(1:2 | 2:1)” (10.2% of the time). Please note that for our conﬁgurations we only counted the tablets that were actively used
or observed by users and not tablets that were placed somewhere on the desk but not actively used or observed.
One tablet
per user.
(1:1)
SINGLE 73.7%
PAIRED 59.3%
BOTH 66.8%

One tablet
per group.
(1:0 | 0:1)
17.1%
11.6%
12.9%

One tablet
and two tablets.
(1:2 | 2:1)
4.7%
15.0%
10.2%

Table 1. The three most frequent tablet conﬁgurations
per condition.
Additionally, we analyzed the number of transitions between
different conﬁgurations. Figure 2 shows a transition graph
with the number of transitions between selected conﬁgurations. Please note that for space and readability reasons we
do not show a complete graph with all conﬁgurations but only
with the most frequent transitions.
One tablet per user (1:1)

This was the most frequent conﬁguration regardless of
whether tablets were linked (PAIRED) or not (SINGLE).

Figure 3. “One tablet per group” with tablet oriented
towards the participant on the right (A) and rotated by
90 degrees to facilitate reading from both sides (B).
Figure 2. Transition graph showing most frequent
transitions between conﬁgurations. The number on each
transition indicate the counted number of transitions
between two conﬁgurations.

One tablet per group (0:1 | 1:0)

It was also the most frequent starting conﬁguration for all
groups and tasks (36 of 72 tasks: (50.0%). Since both participants were asked to complete the task as a team, they
often began with one tablet for each person regardless of
the speciﬁc task. Participants conﬁrmed this by commenting that that one tablet per user felt “natural” and “familiar”. Only after the nature of the task was better understood through personal experimentation on each tablet, participants started to systematically involve more tablets/views.
For all groups in both conditions there were Nmore = 48 transitions from (1:1) to “more tablets” and Nless = 36 transitions from “more tablets” to (1:1). This results in a return
rate of Nless /Nmore = 75% and hints at the role of this conﬁguration as a starting point from which more complex uses
with more tablets evolved. However, as becomes visible in
the TUS scores from Finding 1 and the return rate, the great
majority of these uses were only temporary. Users seemed to
be willing to try to use multiple tablets, but did not succeed in
using them efﬁciently. This also showed when G5 and G12
commented that they would now use all tablets for their tasks
and placed them accordingly (e.g. Figure 1A) but even then
they quickly returned to using as few tablets as before.
Furthermore, this conﬁguration almost exclusively served
loosely coupled [51] parallel work with two unlinked views
instead of tightly coupled [51] collaboration across linked
views. In 72 of 87 cases (79.2%), the tablets did not belong to the same pair so that there was no functional connection at all. In the other 15 of 87 cases (20.8%), it was
only G5/G6/G7/G12 who picked tablets from the same pair
with connected views but without exposing a clearly identiﬁable goal or strategy. It seemed that tablets were more or
less randomly picked from the stack of available tablets and
that participants hardly noticed if tablets were or were not
linked. If they were, participants started to verbally coordinate their steps to avoid that the interactions by the other
team member disturbed own work or vice versa, but there
was no clear evidence for a deliberate and more coordinated
use of cross-device functionality in the (1:1) conﬁguration.
Similarly, we only observed few cases, in which participants
closely worked together by putting their devices side-by-side,
e.g., to visually compare them with or without a functional
connection. This only happened in 15 of 87 cases (17.2%).
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This conﬁguration with only one tablet per group was the second most frequent conﬁguration (see Table 1). It was also
the second most frequent starting conﬁguration for all groups
and tasks (32 of 72 tasks: 44.4%). It enabled users to engage
in tightly-coupled face-to-face collaboration and provided a
shared surface for deictic and verbal references similar to an
interactive tabletop (see for example [51]). Figure 3A shows
an example situation where both participants focused on a
single tablet in the center although four tablets were idling
in the stack and a ﬁfth tablet was right in front of one participant. It is noteworthy that this tablet was already linked
with the center tablet, so that the views on both tablets were
synchronized. Nonetheless, participants preferred to use only
one of the two linked tablets, although that meant that one of
them had to read upside down.
In general, we observed that participants often struggled with
reading orientation and tried to adjust the orientations of
shared tablets to accommodate both group members. Since
this is impossible many participants rotated tablets by 90 degrees as a trade-off. This strategy of avoiding exclusion can
be considered as thoughtful and polite, but it also resulted
in leaning on the table or visibly uncomfortable seating and
head positions for both members (Figure 3B).
Since many groups also began their tasks with this conﬁguration, transitions between this conﬁguration to the popular
(1:1) were most frequent. Their frequency can be explained
by the popularity of both conﬁgurations and the need for transitions between tightly coupled and loosely coupled collaboration during typical mixed-focus collaboration [51]. As the
archetypes for tightly and loosely coupled work, both conﬁgurations served as starting points and attractors during collaboration and therefore their role and that of transitions between
them was central to group work.
Multiple tablets per user (A:B with A|B >1)

The use of more than one tablet/view per user (example in
Figure 1A) typically served the comparison or relation of values for different years or countries across different tablets or
visualization types. For example, one member of G2 mentioned that the parallel utilization of multiple tablets was very
useful for comparisons of two data points or to provide different views of the same data point. This resonates with the
original idea of multiple coordinated views to let users understand their data better by enabling them to interact with the

presented information and view it through different representations [41]. The tablets to compare were typically arranged
side-by-side with two or more tablets in a row or column to
reduce the need for head or eye movement when switching
attention between different visual items.
Another interesting observation was that some participants
used multiple coordinated views in the PAIRED condition to
adjust the settings of their ﬁrst tablet using a second tablet.
A member of G12 explained his reasons for this by mentioning that he considered the tablets as a kind of tangible screens
and used one tablet as “conﬁgurator” for the different settings
(e.g. visualization, ﬁlters) of other tablets.
SINGLE vs. PAIRED tablets

Unlike we initially expected, there were no fundamental differences between the collaboration styles or the use of tablets
in the SINGLE and PAIRED condition. Although 19 of
24 participants answered that they preferred PAIRED, there
was also no statistically signiﬁcant effect of SINGLE vs.
PAIRED on the task completion time (MdnS INGLE = 19.0,
MdnPAIRED = 20.4, z = −1.334,p = .204,r = −0.39). However, some differences for the conﬁguration are visible in Table 1: There was a signiﬁcantly lower usage of (1:1) in the
PAIRED condition (Mdn1:1 = .631) than in the SINGLE condition (Mdn1:1 = .739), z1:1 = −1.96, p < .05, r = −.57. Also
2:1 and 2:2 were signiﬁcantly higher in the PAIRED condition (Mdn2:1 = .146, Mdn2:2 = .006) than in the SINGLE
condition (Mdn2:1 = .140, Mdn2:2 = .000), z2:1 = −2.26,
p < .05, r = −.65 and z2:2 = −2.03, p < .05, r = −.59.
These results can be interpreted as evidence for the participants’ subjective preference and interest in using multiple
views and cross-device functionality that showed in an increased use of more than one tablet per person in the PAIRED
condition but did not pay off in terms of signiﬁcantly better
results or task completion times. The overall positive attitude
towards paired tablets became also evident in comments during the concluding interview. G6/G8/G12 commented that
this functionality motivated to work more closely together.
G12 also mentioned that it helped to be able to transfer settings between devices. However, participants were also critical and found the functionality in PAIRED demanding. G8
commented that working with paired tablets felt very odd and
G10/G11 suggested that pairing always should be optional.
G2/G5/G7 found that they only realized the potential beneﬁt
after some time and being more familiar with the system.
This more critical view also resonates with the analysis of the
self-reported mental demand of using multiple tablets.
A Wilcoxon signed-rank test revealed statistical signiﬁcant
differences for the NASA TLX in the overall subjective workload (overall measure of all subscales) and individually in the
mental demand subscale. The subjective workload was signiﬁcantly higher in the PAIRED condition (Mdn = 43.33)
than in the SINGLE condition (Mdn = 37.08), z = −3.615,
p < .001, r = −.74. Similarly, users also reported a signiﬁcantly higher mental demand in the PAIRED condition
(Mdn = 70.00) than in the SINGLE condition (Mdn =
65.00), z = −2.251, p < .05, r = −.50.
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In conclusion, while multiple views and cross-device interactions attract users’ attention and interest, they can introduce
a higher mental demand and do not necessarily improve efﬁciency and effectiveness. While users see great potential for
using multiple views across devices, our design and implementation did not achieve measurable beneﬁts.
Design implications

The typical starting conﬁgurations were “one tablet per user”
for loosely coupled parallel work and ”one tablet per group”
for tightly coupled collaboration. They served as natural entry points from which the users started their visual exploration
of the data space using more (or sometimes also less) tablets.
Therefore these entry points should be designed with care and
should support users in quickly discovering the potential beneﬁts of more complex conﬁgurations and also how to switch
between different coupling styles. Furthermore, participants
should be immediately rewarded when using more tablets instead of being discouraged by a higher mental demand.
Finding 3: Use of Space

Space is an invaluable resource to exploit in order to facilitate
everyday problem solving and planning [25]. It can serve us
as externalization to simplify choice, perception, and internal computation [25]. Space can be used to encode ordering
information and to off-load memory by creating a persistent
physical reference [19]. HCI has therefore extensively discussed the use of desks, rooms, or large screens to spatially
organize digital items or mobile devices as physical containers of digital content, e.g., [2, 16, 25, 32, 39, 49]). For example, prior studies reported about “incremental formalizations” [49] during sensemaking, i.e., how users evolved conﬁgurations of items in space over time from simple stacks
or clusters after rough categorizations towards more formal
and semantically meaningful conﬁgurations, e.g., a timeline
of objects that is ordered by date [2]. Since the role of space
can be manifold, we here distinguish its potential beneﬁts between using tablets as “computers” vs. “documents”.
Space for “computers”: Ergonomics and collaboration

When using tablets as “computers”, users can beneﬁt from
space by quickly creating more ergonomic conﬁgurations of
devices that better ﬁt into the physical or social setting, e.g.,
increasing readability and reachability of the tablets, supporting face-to-face collaboration. For example, in Chen et al.’s
study, tablets provided a more tailored use of space, which
offered ﬂexibility over a variety of settings and for many different tasks [10]. Chen et al. observed users putting tablets
on their lap while working with a laptop or they put one on
top of the other while reading documents as passengers in a
car during a road trip.
We observed similar beneﬁts of space for “physical window
management”. A user’s central workspace (or personal territory [48]) could be quickly reconﬁgured according to the
task at hand, simply by rearranging tablets without the need
to grab or drag virtual handles, title bars, or using snapping mechanisms. For example, it was easy to create more
space for an additional tablet with simple physical movements (Figure 4). As illustrated in Figure 5B, it was also
possible to (at least temporarily) use the space above tables

Figure 6. Reordering two tablets by year.

Figure 4. Physical reconﬁguration of workspace.

G1 realised that they had not completely answered the previous question before starting to work on the next question.
Therefore they interrupted their work and put aside the currently used tablet as a reminder (similar as reported in [10])
and container for intermediate results to then switch to work
on the previous question with another tablet.

Figure 5. Tilting tablets to increase readability, facilitate
comparisons, and use space above the table.
or desks by tilting devices where there would not be enough
space otherwise. By this, users were also able to easily put
or hold tablets side-by-side to facilitate visual comparisons
(Figure 4B,5B,6B). Such spatial conﬁgurations to facilitate
comparisons between two or more views were used 10 times
during the study. In 6 cases the tablets were placed in a
row, meaning side-by-side to the left and right edges of their
screens. In 4 cases the tablets were placed in a column, meaning side-by-side to the top and bottom edges of their screens.
Using space for improving ergonomics did not only help single users but also the teams. We frequently observed how
users moved tablets from their personal territory to group territories [48] by rotating or tilting tablets towards their collaborators in order to improve readability or highlight content
to share (Figure 5A). In contrast to ﬂat interactive surfaces
such as large vertical screens or interactive tabletops, the observed micro-mobility [31, 33] of tablets enabled very fast
and ﬂexible changes of spatial conﬁgurations that accommodated different collaboration styles, even if screen orientation
remained to be an issue throughout the study (see Figure 3B).
Space for “documents”: Piling and ﬁling

When using tablets as “documents”, users can beneﬁt from
space by creating meaningful clusters or semantic spatial conﬁgurations of tablets. Different locations can be used to store
or categorize content. For example, Hamilton et al. [16] report that all participants of their study made extensive use of
physical organization of tablets to keep track of information.
Chen et al. [10] report that some users used tablets to open
documents and put them aside as physical reminders of things
they still needed to read.
We also witnessed comparable uses, e.g., putting tablets in
certain conﬁgurations or orders as reminders of what to compare or as externalizations of thought processes. In one case,
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We also observed behavior similar to the afore-mentioned
“incremental formalizations” [2, 49]. For example, one member of G5 re-arranged his two tablets that contained views of
data from different years to order them by year from left to
right according to his familiar reading direction (Figure 6).
We observed similar behavior of establishing semantically
meaningful orders in 4 cases.
However, in comparison to the use of virtual space in the
study by Andrews et al. [2] or the typical organization of
printed documents on ofﬁce desks [32], we did not observe
a more permanent placement of tablets in piles, clusters, or
stacks based on their content. Except the stack in which the
tablets were provided to participants at the beginning of each
condition, there was no physical piling, ﬁling, or clustering
of tablets. Since the use of tablets as “computers” dominated
during the study, a more permanent spatial organization of
tablets as “documents” did not take place.
Design implications

The observed spatial conﬁgurations of the tablets carried
meaning and were not results of random movements. For
example, users actively reordered multiple views in space according to familiar conventions, e.g., ordering them by year
from left to right. They also put tablets side-by-side for comparisons or handed or rotated them to other users for collaboration. In future, making tablets spatially-aware [39, 56]
(i.e., aware of their positions and mutual spatial relations) can
be used to proactively react to such movements. For example, users can be provided with spatially-aware menus and
modes [39] and automatic adjustments of visualizations, settings, couplings, or content according to the assumed user
goal.
Finding 4: Physical tools and techniques

Another advantage of using multiple tablets was the possibility to physically point at, easily grab, or touch a tablet’s
display. This enabled users to transfer familiar physical
techniques and tools from working with paper documents to
working with the digital “documents” on a tablet. These tools
and techniques supported collaboration as well as reading and
comprehending visualizations.

time to get familiar with the visualizations, tasks, and the
cross-device functionality. Despite the fact that we gave every group a comprehensive introduction to the system and its
functions, some participants might have needed more time to
get used to the system. However, as we discuss in ﬁnding
1, there were no indications for a signiﬁcant learning effect
between the ﬁrst and second condition during our study. Finally, the group size could have inﬂuenced the utilization of
tablets per user. A group size of three or more participants
might have afforded more simultaneous use of tablets.

Figure 7. Using a sheet of paper or hand as visual guide.
For example, participants used pens or their hands to perform
deictic gestures during the sensemaking process and for discussion during collaboration. Deictic gesturing was mostly
used to draw the attention of the other team member to a speciﬁc data point, visualization, or tablet. It was also used to ask
the other participant to change the role of a tablet, e.g., pointing at a tablet with the wish to use it or change the visualization. Similar to interactive tabletops, our multi-tablet system
for co-located collaboration created a shared space and frame
of reference in which natural deictic gestures and face-to-face
collaboration became possible.
Furthermore, also less obvious physical techniques and tools
were applied by users that would not have been possible when
using conventional vertical screens (e.g., laptop, PC screen).
Users frequently used sheets of paper, pens, or their hands as
reading guides, improvised rulers, or to cover irrelevant information. As seen in Figure 7A, a piece of paper was used as a
ruler to visually compare the vertical position of data points
in the parallel coordinates view. Figure 7B shows an example
were a participant used her hand to mentally divide a map into
two regions to visually focus on the relevant one. Another frequently used technique was entirely covering irrelevant parts
of the screen with paper for reducing the amount of visual information to process and by this simplifying perception and
internal computation.
Design implications

This ﬁnding can inform the design of future multi-tablet systems in different ways. First of all, it shows what digital functions or visual elements were missing (e.g. visual guides or
rulers) and should be considered in future. On the other hand,
it showed that users become inventive and are also able to
compensate for missing functionality as soon as they have
sufﬁcient physical access to the screen. Therefore not all
functionality must be provided digitally. However, designers
should make their designs resilient against unintended touch
events that might result from physically accessing the tablets
and using hands or objects on the screen.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The design of the system and task naturally inﬂuenced the behavior that we observed. Firstly, the tasks were designed as
visualization and sensemaking tasks, limiting the generalizability of our results to arbitrary computing activities. Secondly, some subtasks made it necessary to collaboratively
interpret and discuss geographic correlations and therefore
strongly shifted the focus to verbal communication between
the participants. Thirdly, the participants had only a short
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Our study shows that even when our participants were provided with tablets in abundance, and simple means for exploiting cross-device functionality, the tablets were not used
as we had anticipated. We have attributed this to a “legacy
bias” that originates from cultural upbringing with personal
computers. Yet, our study also indicates that cross-device
functionality has a higher cognitive demand than singular use
of devices. A future study with a similar task but after participants had extensive training in using multiple tablets and
cross-device functionality could reveal if the TUS would differ and the mental demand would be lower. Furthermore, if
cross-device functionality should become a common feature
of consumer technology, we could verify the “legacy bias”
hypothesis. Finally, we have exclusively studied a sensemaking and visualization task. In future, a similar hardware setup
could be used to also study other tasks, e.g., content production, remote collaboration, or monitoring external systems.
CONCLUSION

The Weiserian vision of users conducting knowledge work
seamlessly across multiple mobile devices has been a driving force in HCI research on cross-device interaction. Today,
however, our tablets play a quite different role than the pads
Weiser envisioned. As a consequence, using many tablets at
a time and sharing them with collaborators rarely happens
outside research labs. We therefore conducted a controlled
experiment to contribute to a better understanding of the beneﬁts and barriers of multi-tablet use during collaborative information visualization tasks.
Findings of our study show that participants underutilized the
available tablets and were hesitant to use multiple tablets in
parallel, hinting at a “legacy bias” of using tablets as “computers” rather than “documents”. Also, while multiple coordinated views and cross-device interactions attracted users attention and interest, they introduced a higher mental demand
and did not improve efﬁciency and effectiveness. Furthermore, movements of tablets in space served (i) to improve
ergonomics and collaboration and (ii) to establish semantically meaningful orders. However, we did not observe physical piling, ﬁling, or clustering of tablets based on content.
Finally, participants transferred natural techniques and tools
from working with paper to working with the digital “documents” on a tablet, e.g., using hands or paper as guides or
rulers, revealing new design opportunities for multi-tablet visualization systems.
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